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WHAT WE WILL COVER
 What do chairmen do?
 Professional conduct
 The Public and the Media
 The Council as the Employer
 Diversity

Chairing a meeting : Aims of session
1. the role of the Chairman
2. the preparation needed before a meeting
3. agenda preparation and management
4. the rules of procedure

Setting the scene
Think of examples you have seen of
good and bad chairmanship and
write down what you think a good
chairman should do and what is
their role.

WHAT DO CHAIRMEN DO?
Plan the meeting with the clerk
Plan the meeting with the clerk and ensure that everything on the agenda is
legal.
Brief themselves and prepare fully
Brief themselves and prepare fully - study all relevant information and anticipate
the needs and interests of the members. The Chairman can then answer
questions or deal with requests for information.
Be punctual
The Chairman should set a good example by arriving early to check the
arrangements and welcome members, the public and any visiting speakers.

Conduct the meeting
1.

Check there is a quorum (minimum number of members needed to
make the meeting legal)

2.

Call the meeting to order and declare it open

3.

Welcome members, the public and visiting speakers to the meeting

4.

Introduce the standard items on the agenda – apologies; declarations
of interest; confirmation of minutes of previous meeting

5.

Introduce the agenda items and ensure that all members know what
they have to achieve and how they might do it

Participation!
Encourage participation
Stimulate an exchange of ideas and experience
Ensure that all have a chance to express their views freely
Keep the members aware of objectives
Maintain focus
Guide and progress discussion towards achieving the objectives
Manage conflict
Be fair and balanced
Preserve order
-

Enforce rules of procedure

-

Rule on disputed matters.

Lead the Team!
•

Plan, organise and control discussion

•

Develop harmonious relationships

•

Motivate individuals by encouraging and rewarding their
efforts and supporting them in difficulties.

Preparing for the meeting
If you are preparing a checklist of
the things a chairman would need
to consider and do when preparing
for a meeting, what would go on it?
Write down your top 5 priorities

PREPARING FOR MEETINGS
What the chairman needs to consider —
 Read agenda, make notes
 Briefing by the clerk
 Public attendance
 The objectives of agenda items
 The style of chairing needed
 Is the agenda easy to understand and follow/
 The estimated time needed

PREPARING FOR MEETINGS
What the chairman needs to consider —
 Possible delegation to a committee or sub-committee
 The likely scope of discussion
 The information needs of members and public

PREPARING FOR MEETINGS
What the chairman needs to consider —
 Are any subjects controversial?
 What are the possible conclusions?
 The rules of procedure

DISCUSSION
 How do you currently prepare for meetings?
 What would you like to do differently?

THE AGENDA…….. Why have one?
List 3 reasons why we have an agenda.
 Is required by law
 Gives structure
 Identifies decisions to be made
 Informs
 Helps time management

Agenda items …What can it

include?

• Regular items such as declaration of interests,
apologies for absence, minutes of the previous meeting
and correspondence
• Matters deferred from the previous meeting or needing
further information.
• Matters which members have requested
• Matters referred from a committee or working group

The clerk will draft the agenda.
It should:
• Give a structure to discussions
• Inform members of the topics and why they are being discussed.
Members can then think about the issues in advance and decide what
contribution to make. This will save time at the meeting.
•

To help this the agenda should contain enough information for
members and guide them on what is expected by using wording such
as ‘to consider’, ‘to decide’. The Council will not be able to make
decisions unless sufficient information is available to enable them to
do so

• Help the chairman to keep to time. To do this, make sure
there aren't too many items to be discussed in too short a
time. If appropriate, put a rough time limit against each
item to make sure it is possible to deal with all the
business.
• Some council’s have a rule that a meeting will not
continue beyond a specified time, for example 9 p.m. If
your council does not have such a rule, consider whether
it would make it easier to keep your meetings to time if
you had one.

THE AGENDA DANGER ZONES….
Write down 3 possible danger
zones and why
 Matters arising
 Controversial issues
 Correspondence
 Any other business

Potential danger zones:
'Matters arising’.
If the issues are important they should be put on the agenda in their own
right.
A council cannot make a decision on an item under ‘matters arising’
'Matters arising' can slow the meeting down and result in attempts to
repeat previous discussions.

Potential danger zones:
Correspondence
Correspondence received can dominate proceedings. To prevent
unnecessary discussion distinguish between correspondences which
needs to be discussed and that which is for information, perhaps by using
italic type.
Consider with your clerk, how the correspondence can be made
manageable. Some council’s put their correspondence into folders in
plastic wallets so that any members wishing to read the letters can do so
more easily.
Is it possible to email information?

Potential danger zones:
Controversial Items
Have controversial items been placed early in the
agenda? The public will want to attend for these. If
a large number of the public are expected to attend,
it will help to consider them as early as possible.

Potential danger zones:
'Any Other Business’
This must be avoided.
The summons to a meeting must by law specify the
business to be transacted. The words ‘any other
business’ do not specify any item of business. So any
other business can only be used for an exchange of
information or to give preliminary notification of
important business for the next meeting.

Potential danger zones:
Declaration of Office
Declarations of interest are a matter for individual
councillors. The chairman can prompt members for
any declarations but cannot insist they are made.

Final Check! ….Have I done the following?
Read the agenda and supporting papers and made notes to prompt
myself where necessary
Been briefed by the clerk
Anticipated public attendance and ensured the room layout does not
make them feel excluded
Clarified the objective of each agenda item and considered an
appropriate style of chairing
Checked whether the agenda and supporting papers are informative
and easy to understand and follow
Made a rough estimate of the amount of time to be given to the main
aspects of each agenda item

If items might go on for too long the Council can consider delegating
the issue to a committee
Considered the possible scope of discussion on each item
Considered what information members already have; what other
information they may need; what questions they (or the public) may
ask
Considered how controversial the subject may be and how I might
deal with any input from the public or control any conflict
Considered what conclusions may be reached and what follow-up
action may be necessary
Checked my understanding of the rules of procedure which might be
needed with reference to any standing orders adapted by the council

Other aspects of Meetings
Role of Clerk (the ‘proper officer’) in meetings:
•Give professional advice
•Provide up-to-date information
•Know the rules of procedure and standing orders
•Brief chairman before meeting
•Prepare draft agenda and minutes

Room Layout
In some council meeting rooms the tables and seating may
be fixed. If you have some flexibility, it is worth thinking
about an appropriate layout.
Have the tables and chairs been arranged appropriately for
the level of informality needed?
Should you have name cards on the tables to help the
public, or a visiting speaker identify members?
Will a visiting speaker bring audio-visual equipment? If so,
have you or the clerk clarified their needs? Will everyone
(including the public) be able to see the screen

Rules of Procedure: Is the Chairman Right?
1.

Just after the minutes of the last meeting have been approved as a correct
record, a member starts on his prepared speech in which he/she opposes
"the Council's foolish action" in approving a grant for tree planting at the
last meeting. The Chairman interrupts to rule him "out of order".
Is the Chairman being unfair?

Answer – No.
No discussion on the minutes shall take place except on their accuracy. One of
the commonest irrelevancies is attempting to discuss the merits of decisions
recorded in the minutes of the previous meeting. If a substantial issue arises on
a matter dealt with in the minutes, it is better to have a separate agenda item then
to discuss it under ‘matters arising’. ‘Matters arising’ should only be used for
reports on progress and not for new or additional decisions.

2. Rules of Procedure: Is the Chairman Right?
After taking the vote the Chairman announced the result as follows:
"Carried, nem. con."
What did the Chairman mean?

Answer – Nemine contradicente.
Literally "no-one speaking in opposition". It does not mean the same as
unanimously, which means that everyone was either for or against the
proposal. There may have been abstentions. A wider issue here is the use
of Latin terms and meetings jargon. If the council is embracing the spirit of
community engagement, the use of such language does not help members
of the public who may be attending the meeting and are unlikely to know the
meaning of the phrase.

3. Suspension of Standing Orders?
At a meeting of the Finance Committee Councillor Smith tries to
introduce consideration of a grant application.
The Chairman rules this out of order because it is not on the agenda.
Councillor Smith then seeks to move the suspension of standing orders
so that the item can be considered as 'urgent'. Again the Chairman
refuses.
Is the Chairman correct?

Suspension of Standing Orders/Urgency
Answer - Yes
Standing Orders that are based on a statutory requirement (i.e. quorum for full
council) cannot be suspended. These are the SO’s highlighted in bold in the
model publication. Technically any other Standing Order can be suspended by a
formal resolution, which can be moved without notice. However the purpose of
the agenda is to give advanced notice of the issues to be discussed. This is as
much for the benefit of the public as the members so that they can decide
whether to attend the meeting.
The law makes no provision for dealing with ‘urgent’ business at parish and
town councils, although it does for Principal Authorities. If it is ‘urgent’ only
because it was not notified in time to appear on the agenda, it should be left till
the next meeting. If it is genuinely ‘urgent’, that is it was too late for the agenda
and it will be too late for action if left till the next meeting, an additional meeting
should be called.
The chairman’s decision should be final on whether something is urgent
or not.

4. Points of Order
"Point of Order, Mr Chairman, my seconder's statements are being
deliberately misconstrued by Councillor Jones". "I don't accept your point
of order", declares the Chairman.
Is the Chairman correct?
Points of Order
Answer - Yes
Points of order relate to procedure only. It is the duty of the chairman to deal
with them. A member may speak on a point of personal explanation, and this
would have been more appropriate here. He must confine this to some material
part of a former speech, which may have been misunderstood. But in this case,
the member is trying to speak on behalf of his seconder, which cannot be
allowed.
Standing Orders usually state that the ruling of the chairman on a point of order
shall not be discussed.

5. Amendments
Two councillors are disgusted to hear so much support for the following
motion which is under discussion: "that this Council sends a
representative to the District Recycling Conference" that one of them
moves, the other seconds, an amendment in direct opposition. The
Chairman rules the amendment "out of order".
Is the Chairman right?
Amendments
Answer - Yes
An amendment must not have the effect of negating the motion
before the Council.

6. Amendments
While a motion and an amendment are under discussion
Councillor Matthew thinks the amendment could be
improved. She interrupts to say she wishes to move an
amendment. The Chairman tells her "you will have to wait
until we dispose of this amendment first, but let me have it
anyway". The Chairman on seeing the amendment says
that it is an "addendum" to the amendment, and asks her
to move it, now.
Is the Chairman Correct?

Answer – Yes?
It is a cardinal rule that when an amendment has been moved and
seconded, no other amendment may be discussed until that amendment
has been disposed of. The object of this provision is quite clear. If two
amendments were being discussed at once, confusion would inevitably
result. The chairman could however, permit notice of further amendments
to be given while the first amendment is being discussed. This can clarify
things in some circumstances but the matter ends there for the time
being. Notice is given, but no discussion takes place until the first
amendment has been put to the vote and disposed of.
In this scenario the chairman is asking the councillor to give notice of the
subsequent amendment, possibly because it makes a minor change to
the amendment being discussed. The use of the term ‘addendum’ is
potentially confusing the chairman might be better advised to ask the
mover of the first amendment whether he would be prepared to accept
the additional words into his amendment. If he did not agree, Councillor
Matthews’s amendment would have to be considered as a separate
amendment.

7. Chairman’s Casting Vote
The voting on whether the Council should seek Quality Council status went
as follows:
7 FOR, 7 AGAINST. "Not carried", declares the Chairman.
Ten minutes later, a motion asking the Council "to accept the tender for
installing new railings around the war memorial” was voted as follows:
7 FOR, 7 AGAINST, upon which the Chairman voted FOR and declared:
"Motion carried - 8 to 7".
Is the Chairman being impartial? If so, does he have to be?

Chairman’s casting vote/Impartiality’
The chairman has a duty to be impartial when running the meeting. He
must give a fair hearing to all points of view including his own, if he has
one.
When it comes to using a casting vote however, the chairman is not
fettered in how he uses it. The whole point of a casting vote is to break the
deadlock of a tied vote. In this example there are two situations. In the first,
the vote for Quality Council status, the chairman has perhaps decided that
the issue is too controversial to be decided on the strength of his casting
vote, and that to use it would leave some members of the meeting upset.
In the second situation the Council has already decided to install railings
around the war memorial, here the chairman is using his casting vote to
avoid further delays in starting the work.

8. Voting
"All those in favour of the original motion please show - 15 FOR
All those in favour of the amendment please show - 20 FOR
I declare the amendment carried."
Is this correct?

Answer - No
An amendment should always be put to the vote before the resolution
that it seeks to amend.

Closure Motion
Councillor James has just presented his report on the condition of
stiles in the parish.
The report includes four recommendations. Councillor Smith moves
‘that the report be adopted and the question be now put’.
His proposal is seconded by Councillor Matthews.
The clerk whispers in the chairman’s ear that the vote must be taken
without any further discussion. The chairman is not happy with this as
she senses that Councillors Smith and Matthews are keen to end the
meeting in time to get home before the end of a televised
championship football match.

What should the chairman do?

Closure Motion
A motion that ‘the question be now put’ is a closure motion.
When seconded it is usually put to the vote immediately. Hence
the clerk’s advice. However, standing orders usually state that
this should happen, unless in the opinion of the chairman there
has been insufficient debate on the topic. The chairman would
be right to ignore the closure motion and allow the debate to
continue.
Closure motions can sometimes be used tactically. If a member
has had his or her say on an issue, it might be tempting to hurry
the meeting to a decision before other members have a chance
to contribute to the debate by using a closure motion. For this
reason, some organisation’s standing orders state that the
members proposing and seconding a closure motion should not
have already spoken in the debate.

Professional Conduct : Aims of this session
1. To consider professional conduct and style of chairing
needed
2. To introduce the concept of ‘Chairing Standards’ or ‘role
definition’
3. To introduce the issues of ethics, harassment, bullying and
diversity
4. To consider ways of stimulating debate and maintaining
focus
5. To consider ways of managing conflict

WHY DO WE HAVE
MEETINGS?......Write down 3
reasons why we have meetings.
 To make policy

 To solve problems

 To take decisions

 To consult
 To exchange information

 To assess the risks of

taking decisions
 To update
 To co-ordinate activities
 To review performance

 To express grievances
 To persuade
 To explore
 To engage people

What style would the ideal chairman use?
The style of chairing you adopt will depend on the
purpose of the meeting, or the agenda item.
Different examples include: Directive
 Inclusive
 Consultative

Directive, Inclusive, Consultative??
Make policy and take decisions within an existing policy
• Assess the risks of taking decisions, particularly if they may be
controversial
• Update members on the progress of projects
• Co-ordinate activities, for example, with partner organisations
• Review performance and whether a policy had the desired effects for
the community
• Solve problems (two or more heads are often better than one!)
• Consult – either members of the council or the public
• Exchange information or ideas
• Allow people to express grievances
• Influence effective decision-making
• Explore issues, perhaps without the constraints of a formal council
meeting (for example meetings in the community to discuss village
plans)
• Engage people, by making them feel part of the decision-making
process. (This can apply to both members of meetings or the public.)

These

differing

objectives

would

need

different

approaches.
If policy is being made the chairman should use a
consultative style, whilst focussing members on the more
important aspects of the policy.

If information is being

exchanged the chairman might be more directive by not
allowing tangents. If grievances are being aired or issues
being explored, the chairman will act as a facilitator,
ensuring that all the grievances are aired, or that no ideas
are ignored.

CONFLICT IN MEETINGS
Why can conflict arise in a meeting?.....
Suggest one reason from your own experience
Difficult members in a meeting
Difficult members of the public
Difficult Chairman
Difficult Clerk

How can we deal with these??...
Write down one suggestion for each of these
scenarios.

CONFLICT IN MEETINGS
 Clarify objectives
 Focus on the rational
 Deferring the issue

CONFLICT IN MEETINGS
The Role of the Chairman – to help minimize conflict:• To be fully briefed and prepared on the issues being
considered by the council.
• To preside over meetings in a fair and balanced manner
that

encourages

contributions

and

achieves

the

objectives of the meeting by maintaining focus, seeking
consensus, summarising views and conclusions and
resolving conflict.

Minimising conflict…..what the
Chairman can do
• To be accountable to the council for the efficiency and
effectiveness of the meeting, ensuring that business is
transacted with reasonable speed.
• To ensure the council/committee acts only within its
terms of reference.
• To work with the clerk to enable efficient and effective
decision-making.

Minimising conflict…..what the
Chairman can do
• To ensure good employment practice by the council as
a corporate body
• To work with the clerk to confirm/set the agenda for
meetings, ensuring that information is complete.
• To check the draft minutes of meetings prior to
circulation.
• To ensure that the resolutions of the council are
carried out.

The chairman should also :Be calm, friendly and able to get on with the members. However
the chairman must be prepared to be unpopular at times.
Be clear thinking - not easily swayed by emotional or irrational
issues.
Have a sense of humour - not pompous or full of self-importance an occasional light touch without being frivolous can be very helpful.
Be able to control temper - everyone else can lose temper but not
the Chairman.
The new chairman should perhaps start by being fairly strict. You
can relax once you have shown authority. It is more difficult if you
start with a soft approach and then try to toughen up later.

CONFLICT IN MEETINGS –
other tips
 Use humour
 Acknowledge deadlines
 Involve everyone
 Allow time to think
 Take a break

CONFLICT IN MEETINGS –
more tips
 Refer items to a committee or working group
 Allow expression of strong feelings
 Discourage people from leaving before the end

ENCOURAGE PARTICIPATION
 Seek ideas, opinions

and feelings
 Seek clarification
 Seek examples
 Explore ideas
 Test for support
 Suggest a procedure

STIMULATING DISCUSSION
 Question assumptions
 Confront differing views or opinions
 Be supportive
 Share your feelings

STIMULATING DISCUSSION
 Reflect what you think someone is feeling
 Paraphrase what others appear to be saying

or proposing

1. THE MEETING AS A GROUP
Attitude
(a) Bright/Active/Responsive

(b) Slow/Apathetic/Dull

(c) Resistant/Antagonistic/Truculent

Symptoms
Ideas and suggestions made
without thought. Arguments
easily develop.
Apparent lack of interest and
responses. Seems unable to
grasp problems and does not
participate.
Appears defensive, perhaps with
members justifying themselves
rather than finding solutions.
Some members may show
animosities.

How should a chairman deal with these situations?

SUGGESTED GROUND RULES FOR MEETINGS
a) Start and end on time.
b) Stick to the agenda.
c) Ensure that the agenda is circulated in good time, along
with any other materials, which need to be read before the
meeting.
d) The chairman is empowered to enforce the ground rules.
Ensure standing orders/rules of debate are adhered to.
e) Everyone encouraged but no-one is forced to participate.
f) No-one should dominate meeting. Work toward
consensus.

SUGGESTED GROUND RULES FOR MEETINGS
Be courteous towards others, including members of the
public, guest speakers and other council members.
Try not to interrupt when someone else is speaking, respect
the ideas of others. Everyone has something of value to
contribute.
If you wish to challenge something challenge the idea not the
individual. Remain open-minded and non-judgemental.

AIMS of Session
To discuss and consider the role of the
chairman in:
• Dealing with harassment, and bullying
• Declarations of interest and other Code of Conduct issues
• How the council deals with its diverse communities
• Building a good working relationship with the Clerk

What is bullying?
‘A pattern of offensive, intimidating, malicious,
insulting or humiliating behaviour; an abuse or
misuse of power or authority which attempts to
undermine an individual or a group of individuals,
gradually eroding their confidence and capability,
which may cause them to suffer stress…’
The Advisory, Conciliation and Arbitration Service
(ACAS)

Does the following behaviour constitute bullying and/or
harassment? Answer ‘yes’ or ‘no’
1. Councillors talking loudly in the local hostelry about the new female
chairman ‘not really being up to the job’.
2. A councillor sends his friend a copy of an e-mail to the chairman in which
he is critical of how the chairman had run a recent meeting.
3. A chairman tells a fellow councillor to chair a community meeting,
knowing that the councillor is lacking the experience and confidence to chair
it well.
4. Councillors tell the clerk that unless he does as they suggest he might
have to ‘look for another job’. (They are not asking him to do anything
illegal.)

5. A chairman regularly gives the clerk too much work to do, and then
criticizes her when she fails to complete it.
6. A chairman has a meeting with the clerk during which they set a
number of performance targets for the clerk for the year ahead.
7. Councillors refuse to allow the clerk to attend a training course
because they are afraid that she might leave them when she becomes
qualified.
8. A chairman insists on seeing, but not signing, every letter the clerk
produces before it is sent out.
9. A chairman sets a date for an annual review meeting she wishes to
hold with the clerk to talk about the clerk’s performance.

What do you think?
A fellow councillor tells you that he failed to declare an
interest at a meeting of the council 6 months ago (you were
not the chairman at the time).
What should you do?
•Nothing
•Take advice from the clerk
•Tell the Principal Authority’s monitoring officer
•Tell the Standards Board for England
(Code ref: Para 6, Para 7 (1), and Para 8)
Answer
(b)/(c) If the council made a decision in these circumstances, it may be void, or
open to challenge. Ask the clerk for advice and if there is any doubt, seek
further advice from NALC via CALC.

You are chairing a council meeting that is commenting on a planning
application for the building of a new supermarket. One of the councillors
explains that her partner works for the supermarket company. She asks
your advice on whether she should declare an interest and whether it is
personal, or prejudicial.
What would you tell her?
•That she may have a prejudicial interest, depending on the facts, but
ultimately.
•That may have a personal interest, depending on the facts
• That as no members of the public are present she shouldn’t worry and
you will sort it out later
•That it is her decision and you cannot advise her
(Code ref: para 7 (1) and para 9 (1))
Answer
The decision about interests always rests with the councillor not the chairman or
clerk. Councillors should seek advice in advance of the meeting. You might suggest
that if other councillors are unsure about aspects of the Code of Conduct and
interests, it might be worthwhile inviting the Standards Committee to run a training
session on the subject.

Your council is preparing to discuss a planning issue. So
many councillors declare an interest that you will not have a
quorum if they all leave the meeting.
Should you:
a. Defer the item and reschedule for further meeting.
b. Take advice from the clerk
c. Proceed anyway
d. Members should seek have sought a dispensation before
the meeting commenced.

Answer
The clerk should have sought a dispensation in advance
of the meeting. (Answer (a) is also relevant.

You are chairing the council meeting. A particularly
irritating constituent, Mr Nasty, starts heckling and
shouting abusive comments about the councillors. He
swears at you, haranguing you about your chairing style.
You call him a ‘silly old *** and tell him to get out.
Are you in breach of the Code of Conduct?
a. Yes
b. No
c. Maybe
Answer
This would probably constitute ‘disrespect’, but is more likely
to be ‘maybe’. It is worth noting that abuse against members
of the public is viewed as more serious than abuse against
other councillors.

You are told by your vice-chairman ‘in confidence’ after
a meeting that he voted against the award of a grant to
the local village hall committee to ‘get his own back’
because the chairman of the village hall committee used
to be his daughter’s boyfriend and he treated her very
badly.
What should you do?
a) Keep his confidence
b) Refer to the Standards Committee
c) Tell the monitoring officer
Answer
(b) Councillors can report Code of Conduct breaches to the
Standards Committee. This is done through (c) telling the
Monitoring Officer

The council has a budget crisis. The clerk is advising you
that to continue with the current expenditure programme
would be unlawful.
Are you in breach of the Code of Conduct if you do not
follow this advice?
a) Yes
b) No
c) Possibly
Answer
Councillors should take fully into account the advice of the clerk
on matters of fact and law. It is also the duty of the clerk to
minute any situation in which their advice has not been
heeded. However, (c) may be relevant depending on whether
the advice given by the clerk was sound. Not heeding the
advice of an officer might not in itself be a breach of the Code.

Councillor Brown is a member of the Principal Authority and the
parish council. He has been appointed by the Principal Authority to
the management committee of a local charity, the Sylvan Alms Trust.
The Trust has financial problems and needs to sell a piece of land.
The parish council would like to acquire the land to extend a
children’s play area. It looks as if the council could get the land at a
very reasonable price and that planning permission would not be
difficult to get.
Do you:
a) Ask Councillor Brown to get as much inside information as possible
without revealing the council’s interest
b) Ask Councillor Brown to talk to the Trust openly on the parish
council’s behalf
c) Start informal talks with planning officers
d) None of these

Answer
(d) The safest route here is not to pre-empt
action by the Trust.

Your clerk’s brother is the secretary of a political group.
There is a group meeting in the Town Hall this evening. You
have just walked into her office and found her copying some
papers for the meeting.
Two of the papers are about the council’s policy. The last is
about the party’s organisation for the coming local elections.
When you challenge this, the clerk tells you that this is a longstanding practice and that previous chairmen have never had
a problem with it.
How would you deal with this?

ANSWER
The clerk should not be using council resources for private
purposes. Although the clerk could argue that copying
papers about council policy is not a private matter, taking
more than one copy would be. You would need to suggest
that in future the copies are done commercially, or that an
economic charge is made for them and paid back to the
council. (This is not a Code of Conduct issue as the clerk is
at fault here, not a councillor.)

You suspect that councillor Jones, a long-serving councillor
and previous chairman is harassing and bullying a newly
elected councillor, Mrs Singh. You have tried to get Mrs Singh
to talk to you in confidence about this, but she shrugs off the
suggestion that there is a problem. However, another
councillor, Mrs Matthews, has confirmed that Mrs Singh
confided to her about councillor Jones’s behaviour. Mrs
Matthews states that there is both a racist and sexist element
to this bullying.
What action should you take?

Answer
This is a very tricky situation. Bullying and racist behaviour are
both totally unacceptable. But unless Councillor Mrs Singh
talks to you about the situation you are in a difficult position.
There are two possible approaches. You might speak in
confidence to Councillor Jones about the allegation (without
mentioning Mrs Matthews’ involvement, perhaps saying that
you have received an anonymous tip-off) this could lead to
denials and inflame the situation. You could arrange an
informal meeting with Mrs Singh, Mrs Matthews and the clerk
to try and get the situation out into the open and assess its
seriousness. If Mrs Singh confirmed the allegations, Mrs
Matthews may report Councillor Jones to the Standards
Committee.Any investigation would be dependent on available
evidence. This could be in the form of diary entries of
incidents, or dated statements.

You are currently vice-chairman of the council and you are
looking forward to taking over the chair at the next annual
meeting. There is only one thing that you dread. The clerk is a
very strong and domineering woman. She has consistently
bullied all the previous chairmen, none of whom have felt able to
challenge her behaviour, mainly from fear that she would resign
and there would be no-one else to do the job. Some of them
have laughed it off, saying it is just her way and it does no harm.
It seems to you, however, that she is effectively running the
council.
You have decided that you need to change things. How would
you do this?

ANSWER
Again, this situation needs to be handled carefully. You
might have an informal meeting with the clerk before taking
office, to discuss future ways of working.
This would be a good time to tell her how you have always
admired her efficiency, but that you intend to have a
different chairing style to your predecessors, and that you
would like to discuss ways in which you can work with her
as a team. If this didn’t work you might call upon the
County Association for advice.
If the situation became untenable, you might have to look
at her competence for the job, if necessary going through
the correct channels of good employment

